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Driving along the road I see the blue skies above,
the clouds shifting, as if heading to their own 

destination.
As they started to fade in my rear-view mirror, my 

eyes fell upon her.
She rose into the heavens, as if warming it with her 

beauty.
Her pink hue colliding with the blue as if the earth 

was kissing the sky above.
And I became part of the beautiful love shared 

between them.
Down that highway, in their presence; I receive a 

kiss from them both!
Then, they too become another reflection in my 

rear-view mirror,
and I smile knowing that they will return the next 

day, when the sun sets again.

Kelly, Mindset Professor 

https://venniekocsis.com/


The tears streamed down my face

Watching them dance with absolute grace

Their bodies moved with the music as one

With intense focus yet expressions of ecstatic fun

I’m mesmerized and full of awe

As they cover the floor without a single flaw

The stage is dark, their costumes all white

They look like spirits flowing about under the 

spotlight

The song winds down and the softened gaze on 

their faces show

My heart is filled with their love of the art more 

than they’ll ever know

BeWell
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Her emerald skin shines beautifully

As she danced against her partner angrily

Crashing with passion of a lover

She leaves her children as she runs for cover

Like tiny jewels, they shine brightly 

Between their parents, they lay scattered

John Harvey 
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It was the first time I 

Stood before the vast 

Rise and swell of something

Greater than I had ever felt.

I could stand here forever,

Floating in the blue hues,

Never returning to life,

Just me, the salt and sky.

I would run to her many times,

To remember who I am;

Burning my toes in the cold sand,

Pretending I’ve met a merman.

There are cliffs too high for jumping,

And trees too low to climb.

I escape the spaces of myself,

And stop the hands of time.

Vennie Kocsis
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The girl with the sun-golden hair

With a smile that said she cared

Her light shined upon me

And with the truth she bared

How could she dare

With all my cracks

See beauty caught in a snare

Not my face she does love

But all the words I do declare

John Harvey 
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It was at the video store,

Early morn, get in and out before

The humans emerged. I was

In the row between 

Drama and pain when he 

Walked by and we 

Discussed our favorite films;

A casual conversation before

Our words danced into a 

Valley of angst and sharing of

Traumas and past transgressions.

I found myself tearful 

With a stranger, just us two.

Who knew that connection 

Would wind its way to our hearts,

And I wiped away a tear 

When he placed his hands

On my shoulders, looking

Eye to eye he said something

I’ll never forget, a phrase that

Would cuddle me in loneliness.

“My dear,” he said, “Never stress.

You are like no other. Remember.

It takes a strong spirit to 

Come into this world and suffer.”

Vennie Kocsis
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The moments when kind words are spoken to 

me, I feel heard, seen,  appreciated

Then that moment is gone, the next comes 

waving a bright smile 

Welcome now, I am glad you’re here

For life is all about receiving the moment

The kind words, feeling the gentle breeze

Smelling the flowers, playing in the leaves 

falling from the trees

In fact, kindness is part of our true nature

So, I’m grateful when someone is willing to 

share the whisper of their deeper self with me

That now moment, their gift they chose to give  

with words from their heart through their lips

BeWell

Unconditional

On my lap we hug

His tiny hand

Turns my face

Those big blue eyes

An ear-to-ear smile

We lock in a gaze

When suddenly he states, 

"Auntie Lisi?

Now you're not fat you see,

Just a little overweight 

And so very pretty." 

Then he squeezes my neck

Kisses my cheek 

Before leaning back

As we watch TV 

One memory my prize 

Was when I first realized

Unconditional love is true

A lesson taught by

my 5-year-old nephew

Lisa LaMarr
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When I saw her 

With skin of cocoa

I knew I must have her

Making everything alright

When my lips met her

Her sweetness took me

Like a lover embrace me

The soft feel of her

Upon my lips entice me

To savor more of her

Licking my lips 

Tasting the flavor of her

Sinking my teeth

Into her creamy flesh

The ecstasy she gave me

No other lovers could equal

John Harvey 
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Sugar & Spice

My favorite food 

And childhood delight 

Always made 

The Holidays bright 

A spicey aroma flows

Throughout my shelter 

Tickling the senses

To awaken all who slumber 

Oozing white 

Cream cheese icing 

Buttery sweet

Envelops square slicing

Baked from flour & yeast 

With brown sugar & spice

Swirled all around inside 

Each & every warm morsel 

Melts in my mouth 

And ignites my soul

While I savor: 

My Cinnabon Roll 

Lisa LaMarr



Ode to Vindaloo

It was a long time ago

But I remember it so

It was hot, it was sweet

The flavor complete

The beading of sweat

I can never forget

It’s called Vindaloo

And I never knew

You could make it still hotter

To the bathroom might trotter 

Was me and my brother

It was a real mother

Neither one would back down

The heat made is frown

But we couldn’t stop eating

We were both competing

Who was the bravest

The memories this gave us

It’s a wonderful dish

An Indian crown

I still wear it sometimes

But no longer frown

The hotter the better

You will never forgetter 

What wonderful flavor

You will want to savor

They make it with spice

It’s lovely and nice

Goes well with some rice

It has peppers galore 

You’ll want even more

Vegan or meat

The meal is complete

With a nice slice of Naan

I just love it man

Greg Shaw
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She taught me the secret, 

And the family vies to be 

The next ones to keep it;

Philly cheese whipped with 

Sugary cream; all the toppings.

The whisper is inside the 

Pumpkin pie, and if you 

Listen close enough, 

You might hear all the 

Ingredients trying to 

Tell you their names, but

Don’t wait. It’s a game 

They always play until the

YaYas pass away, and next

Generations inherent the

Classified recipe to willingly 

Keep it under lock and key.

She taught me the secret, 

And the family vies to be 

The next ones to keep it;

Philly cheese whipped with 

Sugary cream; all the toppings.

The whisper is inside the 

Pumpkin pie, and if you 

Listen close enough, 

You might hear all the 

Ingredients trying to 

Tell you their names, but

Don’t wait. It’s a game 

They always play until the

YaYas pass away, and next

Generations inherent the

Classified recipe to willingly 

Keep it under lock and key.

Vennie Kocsis



“It was at that age, that poetry 

came in search of me.” 

Pablo Neruda

“
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The Best item I have

It is a true gift indeed

It cost very little

But priceless to me

It has the power

Of a God

In my mighty hand

I can turn words

Into worlds

Take one on an adventure

To the mountains

And back again

Slay dragons

Win hearts

Make the old weep

for a time once lost

Teach the young

About love and its cost

Nothing is more powerful

Then a poet and their pen

John Harvey 
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I was sixteen and somewhere in 

between 

Dissociation and pain when

My brother gave me a glass orb, said,

I could use it to call the future forward,

But it didn’t work, as I couldn’t predict,

All the difficult times ahead. 

After he took his last breath,

I held my own for months,

Frozen in grief and angst,

An iceberg of heartache. 

Now a piece of my heart’s essence lives, 

Inside the soft, blue luminescence,

As I gaze into the center of its form,

Waiting for it to tell me of tomorrow.

Vennie Kocsis



It may be old, battered and torn

Its lead a long life and that's why it’s 

worn

I found it one day in an old car boot sale

Got a great deal on the bartering scale

It just looked so cool, and I was no fool

Not sure of its worth, but to me it's a lot

To be reunited meant such a lot

My Dad kept it safe when I came to the 

states

After his death my only prize from estate

Contains such fond memories 

Of my Dad and stepmom

They both thought it was cool

It reminds me of them

19

Your love grows in the vineyard

A gift from rain, soil, and sun

Birth of what you have to give

But the story is just begun

Each vine must be well tended

Protected from raven and crow

If the fruits of your labor

All to have a chance to grow

Your patience is the virtue

For ripening to complete

Making sure the love you grow

Has the time to become sweet

Harvested so delicate

So, no berry will see a bruise

Perfect, little orbs of love

Fat with your sweetest juice

Trodden by angelic feet

Placed in the dark to ferment

Sparkle given to its sweet

And a touch of temperament 

Not in altogether intact

It has quite some damage

And that is a fact

It is missing a lock and the connecting clasp 

clasp

But to me holds great memories and 

reminders of past

After 24 years we were reunited at last

My treasured fond memories will forever last

It is an old Bible!

Greg Shaw

Aged inside your heart-shaped cask

It becomes as a fine wine

Stored and racked inside yourself

Rare, red elixir so divine

Won’t you save this thirsty man

Wet with your love these parched 

lips

I want so much to taste of you

Won’t you give me just a sip

I’ll risk the role of drunkard

Or of waking on the floor

Penance for that one sweet sip

That may leave me wanting more

If it becomes addiction

Then wino the chosen role

I’ll suffer that affliction

For communion with your soul

tonesip
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A child with eyes 

Full of delight

With love that can’t

Be denied

Snugged ever so tightly

In her bed

Said with a smile brightly

Tell me a tale of the

Princess and her hero knight

Or I can’t sleep this night

The father with weary eyes

He just wanted his child to rest

Did his very best

To remember the bit

He was put to the test

Telling the tale with a grin

Spoke dramatically like an

Shakespearian actor 

When he was done

The child said with a yawn

Tell me again daddy

He let out a laugh

And told the tale 

Once again

John Harvey
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“What do you do?”

Blazing with curiosity

This evening

Callously

Actually

“I might wait to hear.”

Defeated

Find the courage

Argue

Not a promise

A pathetic voice

An uncomfortable pause

Clasping a grenade

Engaged a weird handshake

Halting awkwardness

Chemistry of conversation

Vigorously slinging about

He closed the door

Listened to him

The sound of determination

or

The chemistry of conversation?

tonestip
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Everyday Language:

Discussions occur 

And they're important 

I've overheard many

It's retention 

That's uncertain 

My brain was shaken 

Once to often 

Blurring spoken words

Of any near me 

I've traveled to places 

Eavesdropped on whispers  

Watched different faces

It's in crowds 

That I've found

Or with people around 

My body responds

Pulse quickens inside

Nerves in a bind

Attacking my mind

Then shutting me down 

Leaving words on the ground 

So, when, I hear their dialogues

Deciphering affects 

With my brain injured tactics,

From years long past,

Still effects my interpretation 

Of Everyday Language

Lisa LaMarr
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Anna Pickering

Her head shook constantly, 

Bombs all around me, she said

As she carried messages

During a War with too many 

deaths.

I slid across the wooden loft’s

Creeping floorboards with held 

breath,

She spoke of gas chambers,

Anger in her voice.

“They had no choice, Jane.”

Deep pain. Cold nights as a child,

Candles and Alaska freeze,

It wasn’t easy to be present or past;

Too much aftermath. 

They were people who lived on 

the edge of time,

Fear filled faces, all pantomimes.

Those situations lock in place,

Keeping the mind in a cage. 

She is a template in my memory.

The stories she told never left me.

There are humans too dark for 

this world,

And they leave behind wounded 

and injured.

Vennie Kocsis
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In the twilight

Between a child

And a man

There is a sweet

Passing of the role

The toys I surrender

May be childish now

But with adult toys, I do gain

Letting go of the old is a pain

A new set of joy

Is what I must attain

A new set of rules

In a new game, I must play

I must say goodbye

To the child within

But will always

Remember when we

Chase the fireflies

Into the night

That filled us with delight

John Harvey 
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After a year, you just know, 

The energy sits different, a

Slight of the shoulder, she has

To hear how long it will be 

Before his truth is set free.

“Just tell me.”

What a slip, an accident, a 

Nine months it will come and 

she looks him in his hazel eyes.

“This is our goodbye.”

Grief has a mind of its own,

In the way it ebbs and flows,

She rejects energy turned dark,

Even if it makes her heart smart.

Periods of solitude are resolutions,

Solutions for how lessons are learned, 

And the limbs grow strong as she 

Moves along the winding highways to 

home.

Vennie Kocsis



Zachery

Two weeks old 

You'd been found

So sick you were 

Eating dirt from ground

I took your fight 

To the Vet

Who turned around 

And saved your life 

For three weeks I tried

Not to get close 

But you won that battle

As you did most 

26

With one "Meow,"

Headbutt, or look

Wrapped around your paw 

That's all it took

It was then I became 

Your "Mawww" 

And you my 4-legged Kitten

Dressed sharp

In a fur Black

And White Bellied Tux

For 17 years

You made me laugh 

Slept by my head

Licked my tears 

You were my therapy 

When I needed 

It most 

So as it was time 

For you to go

With one last head rub 

While you Purred

You let me know 

I was yours

And you were mine 

Even now

I reach for you 

When I'm asleep 

And think I see 

You peep in on me 

But it's the energy 

You brought  

Leaving an empty 

Space in my heart 

I miss you so

My dearest Zachery

Lisa LaMarr
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That day your words sounded bitterly cold,

Yet the boldest truth you ever told,

When physically to you, no more tethered,

I would fall and get deeply shattered,

But I will have to rise and move ahead,

Stop holding onto the past and the dead!

On lonely nights, I see the shadows move,

In their silhouettes, my sadness grooves,

Between the slits of your room and mine,

It’s your old sacred lamp that mostly shines,

In dark moments, it tends to glow brighter,

It wards off fear to make me feel lighter!

A few days back, I found an old plastic jar,

Hidden in an untouched cabinet left ajar,

Inside the box, I found a tattered note,

In your handwriting, a scribbled quote,

A goodbye poem that ends in hope,

Your final love letter to help me cope!
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I still make your bed every single day,

I ensure clean and tidy it always stays,

But its emptiness is what painfully taunts,

Pinches my soul, pierces and haunts,

Even in that void, I smell your fragrance,

Enveloping my grief with your essence!

My crazy peek-a-boo at your windowpane,

That would make you mad and wildly 

insane

The joker that would make you giggle,

Only to be rewarded by your warm 

snuggles,

I sought that joy on a pale drizzly day,

Rewinding moments of our goofy play!

Once for me, you sang an epic song, 

To make me realize that I am strong,

On my playlist, that’s my favorite music,

I listen in repeat when I feel weakly sick.

And while I crave to hear your voice,

It remains tuned with my inner device!

My words, reminiscent of fond memories,

A classic mix of our untold stories,

These unforgettable moments, as I compile,

They give me purpose to feel worthwhile,

As their echo grows in me an inch deeper,

Not far afar, you seem a lot closer!

Tonesip
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She left quietly left the earth 

Alone in her home her last breath taken

I just saw you two days ago, anger and sadness 

engulfed me

A deep release flowed through tears; a sense of peace 

swept over me

I could feel her presence

Three days later, she finally said goodbye 

My heart still ached yet full of love for my dear 

friend…butterflies are her saying hi from time to 

time…

BeWell
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In my universe I created

That danced inside my head

Sea of Emerald green sparkles

Like liquid jewels across

The world bed

Land be filled with

Magic and love

With dragons flying above

Elves prancing with glee

While Dwarves making brie

Fairies in the air

With flowers in their hair

A wizard in white

Shining bright 

Witches flying at night

No war for the knights

to fight

Or anything to give a fright

Rape and hate will be no more

Just beauty that lasts evermore

John Harvey

In my universe there's lots to see

The sun, the moon, the stars the sea

On a beach somewhere it’s 5 o'Clock

You can sea the boats and see the dock

In my Universe, there is only me

I am sitting beneath an old Oak Tree

There are birds and Bees

And peaceful song

I want to stay there all day long

In my universe, sat beneath that tree

I bounce my children off my knee

They are so young and so am I

Marshmallow clouds fill the sky

As we laugh and play and waste the day

It appears my mind has gone astray

can't find it now, the old homestead

Oh, I remember, it's inside my head 

Greg Shaw
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The more I see
Loves the place to be
Full of harmony

The more I see
Loves the place to be
With mountains of memories
With gardens of glories

The more I see
Loves the place to be
Full of luxury
Full of jubilee

The more I see
Loves the place to be
With a lake of loyalty
With streams of stability

The more I see
Loves the place to be
Sounds of poetry
Where I can be me
Laughing and talking soulfully
Without a mistaken identity

The more I see
Loves the place to be
Decorated gracefully
Managed tenderly
Morse-code: GENEROSITY
Key-code: FREE

The more I see
Loves the place to be
Slogan: “unity”
Motto: “keep it lovely”

I hope you can see
That love is the place to be
If not visit me
For I can see
That love is the place to be

thepoetic1
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Mental telepathy 
Spots friend or foe
Yet it's empathy 
I rely on most 

Here, I can fly
Swim, float
Be pushed by
The tides
Dip my toes
In thermoclines 
Explore caves 
Water made
And just relax 
In the silence 

Oceans' vent
From mountains
Deep in trenches
Which balance
The atmosphere 

Waterworld's regulator
Is Mother Nature
Whose Force is fierce 
And final here

Lisa LaMarr

Waterworld 

Watercolor reflects
Planet sky hues
Of Teal green 
And blue 
With streaks 
Of gold and white 
The surface breaks
In daylight 

Where whales 
Sing lullabies, 
Dolphins play 
And Fish swim by
In colors so bright 

As manta Ray
Glide above
Eels gaze
From holes
At Sharks who lurk
The corals' ridge
Octopi startled
Squirt dark ink 
And Lions flash
Spike warnings 

While tiny horses 
Roam unseen meadows
Oysters burrow
Hiding gems
Within them 
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I have adjusted to the small tubes,
Inhaled air in this atmosphere.

They say it’s denser, but I feel light,
Airy and loose inside my skin. 

The gradient beings pass and I
Hear their smiles; they are blasts

Of color and telepathic speak,
A whispered way to greet me. 

I am static here, all electric and new,
There’s a sun, one star and a heart shaped moon.

I’ve been here before, recalling the orbs
That come to rest beside my door.

There are gateways to other places,
Have to be careful not to step in the dark matter.

A doorway awaits beyond a gate, 
And I don’t stay in one place.

Vennie Kocsis
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I took this photo on a hike up Mt. Rainier. Nature inspires me to keep 

writing and always look for inspiration around me.  

Vennie Kocsis

Photo by VennieKocsis
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“Poetry allows individuals to use the nuance of language to express some of the most difficult 

feelings that people can experience. Poetry helps us shape our loss, heartache, and even our 

depression, in the form of free verse, haiku, iambic pentameter and other styles you might 

prefer. It allows us to confront our innermost thoughts and feelings and provides a comfortable 

format for sharing them with others. Below we explore the power of poetry in our modern-day 

society.

Poetry as a form of comfort: Reading poetry can transport you out of your own world and into 

someone else’s. There’s something very soothing and comforting about the repetition and 

rhyme. For some, it can be a source of great relief and relaxation. Poetry has even been shown 

to boost your mood during periods of stress, trauma and grief. Writing poetry can help you get 

to the heart of your thoughts or feelings that you don’t quite understand, or those that you want 

others to better comprehend. It can help us navigate these muddy waters, to find a kernel of 

truth about ourselves, humankind, even the world itself.”

35

How Poetry Helps Mental 

Health

Mindwise Innovations

https://www.mindwise.org/blog/uncategorized/speaking-up-how-poetry-can-give-a-voice-to-mental-health/
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You were too young
When you were slain
By your brother Cain
You felt the pain
And had nothing to gain
You slumber in a coma
As the world moved on
Knowing not the wound
You concealed
The one that never
Could be heal
You lay in your coffin
Of grey
Where things are not
So gay

One foot in the grave
The other is on the bay
By the sea where,
Fallen heroes meet
A ghost that the world
Can never see
No loving husband
You will become
Because you die so young
Rest well sweet spirit
Child of mine
We are still fine
Like a vampire I have
Raised from my dark grave
No color I wear
But a silhouette of black
I feast not on blood
Under my haunted hood
I will always be misunderstood
Cursed to walk this world alone
No tears need to be shed
You have suffered enough
In that bed
Raise your head
And find peace instead

John Harvey
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Sculpted Mind 

"Who am I?"

Hard to tell

I'm the total 

Mind's wounds sculpt 

And unseen goals 

With Suns unset

On my bucket list

I must extract 

As they've yet to exist 

I'm an enigma 

Of trauma past

A dissociate stigma

That scars mask 

When folks point or tease 

I wear the marks with pride

'Cause healed are my injuries 

I'm the one who survives 

Presently, I thrive 

Grateful for life

The tomorrow's I strive

And the Moon's tides

Absent the wails

Sees my peace of mind 

So, when comes the time 

I must set sail

Please recognize 

My Sculpted Mind

Lisa LaMarr

Just because you aren’t here

doesn’t mean I must be lonely;

I admit that I see others,

but in my heart, you’re my one and only.

I received your letter last week

and I didn’t like the tone of your voice;

it seemed as though you were saying

that I must make a choice.

A choice, you say?

Either you or my friends?

That’s not much of a choice;

any mind can comprehend.

Who do you think you are

to tell me what to do?

I know how to live my life

and I need no help from you.

I don’t mean to sound harsh;

I’m just trying to get my point across.

I need to let you know

that when it comes to me, I’m the boss!

tonesip
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When I was young, I wanted to be old

I did not want to do anything I was told

I was a know it all through and through,

Nobody told me what to do

When I was young, I dreamed and dreamed

There were no troubles, that’s how it seemed

The possibilities that lay before

Before life knocked on my door

It introduced me to strife and death

Sometimes took away my breath

My dreams changed to nightmares

I found out nobody cares

I drank a sip from a tainted cup, 

I did too much! I flicked things up

Sex and drugs and rock and roll

From me took an awful toll

I went to fast and went to far

I drove like a crazed man in my car

Tired and beaten through and through

I was not sure what to do

I hopped a plane, came across the sea

I started fresh, a brand new me

But time caught up And life’s a bitch

Forced of the road into a ditch

Tried escape to some place new

Tried to escape from life too

Always hard work and gave my all

But had another awful fall

I lost my spark, I want it back

I want this monkey off my back

I’m tired of feeling the way I do

Tomorrow I will start anew

So, my former self, this one’s for you

No mater what, whatever you do

To thyself always be true

Do this above all else you do.

Greg Shaw
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Hey girl, it’s been a whirlwind of grief, I see. 

I know your heart aches more than your bones,

And that’s a real damn heavy load.

I’m not gonna spread flowery words and bullshit

Like it’s all gonna be okay. You’ll see one day. 

A kid doesn’t care about that. You want out. 

You’re confused, I know. 

It all feels scrambled and scattered.

That’s what happens, baby girl,

When the spirit gets shattered.

I’ll tell you this much, though, cuz

I think if you know it will settle into your skin. 

You’re gonna win. It’s gonna be a fight.

There’ll be times you want to take flight, and you will.

Remember that healing is a wheel.

It’s not some permanent destination.

It morphs into many recreations of 

yourself.

You’ll skip identities like hopscotch.

Then you’re gonna look back and say,

“Damn. I survived that.” 

And it’s all gonna feel surreal. 

Like it happened to someone else,

Another place and time.

You’re gonna be fine. I promise, but

Right now, I’ll let you shout it all out to

Disengage the rage and fear; let the 

tears flow

Until you feel whole.

Vennie Kocsis
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A cage of glass

Was my home

Now I can finally roam

I thought of joy

That I could have

Then it all turn

So sad

Was I bad

Did I make 

My master mad

Is my freedom

A blessing or a curse

Besides all this

I am also glad

I can see the sea

And be me

No more walls

To hold me back

My life was held

In his hands

Was it love

Or control

I just don’t know

In the summer breeze

I will have to see

If it is better to fly free

Or to be a slave

To my master decree

John Harvey 

Echoes change to booms in an instance.

Dimensions have shifted. 

They used to stare at what now

Is an empty bottle standing there.

I used to feel noticed.

Now I’m part of a bustle, a hustle

Of people with choices. 

I never thought to ask when I

Was the girl in the glass.

I stare back and wait for 

This dream to break,

Can’t be real, standing here

With buzzing humans in my ear.

No one sees me, when they used to stare,

When they stood there,

When I was trapped in the pane,

Of opaqueness that wouldn’t break. 

I’m gonna run to the flowers now,

Where the air is sweet and hollow,

And I’m no longer in the gallows of the glass,

Or other people’s aftermath.

Vennie Kocsis
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The Broken Jar

I just woke up and took a look

Could not believe my eyes

For all these years and all these tears

Turned out to be a lie

It seemed so real; It made me feel

Like all was warm and cozy

But now the force fields gone

I’m feeling rather nosey

When before I tried the glass collide

There was always some resistance

Now I’m free and I can see

That was really no existence 

It’s vast out here, the sky is clear

I’m determined with persistence 

To explore it all before the fall

When the leaves they start to fall

Then the ice and snow, And who else knows

The measure and the distance

From here to there, and do they care

Now will I need assistance

Get there from here, then will they cheer

Raise a glass of beer and say my dear

I’m glad there was consistence

You did not quit, and it is quite fit

you really showed persistence

That’s all for know I’ll take a bow

and taste my newfound freedom

here take this glass and this lid of brass

I myself no longer need them

Greg Shaw
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I am neither man nor a woman

That is bound to play their role

I am the wind underneath

The eagle wings

I am the home where the

Gods and Goddesses dwell

I am the owl spreading 

Wisdom to tree to tree

I am the Bard’s harp

His notes unseen

I am the universe

Too vast for your eyes to see

I am a ritual dagger

That is used to make sacrifices

I am a fish in the ocean

That swim in the sea of emotions

I am the tear in a young girl’s eye

Sadness that is made clear

I am a speck of sand on a beach

Invisible for all to see

I am everything

And also, I am nothing at all

John Harvey 

Like a river

I flow sensing and feeling out 

every object or living presence that I 

encounter

Like a river

I can cause panic and fear

when tested

and my course of direction is altered

Like a river

I can carry you on a peaceful journey

that is pleasant to the eyes

and comforting to the mind

Like a river

I have waves of reality

that must be took seriously and checked

before venturing into

Like a river I will not be stopped

through life obstacle

I continue

I continue to be like a river...

flowing over or under

journey to reach my waterfall

thepoetic1
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Misunderstood

Throughout my Life

I've been misunderstood 

Seen as needy by some, 

While others scare easy

Turn heels and run 

I stood up for the weak

And those less fortunate

Faught off bullies 

Who thought 

Themselves tough

Never telling a soul

Nor making a sound

No one ever knew

What I went through 

I suffered in silence 

And still do

Even though my life's 

Void of the violence

I once knew 

My body suffers

From youth's injuries 

Incurred by adults 

Abusing me 

Today, if I stammer, stutter, 

Misread something,

Or stare off at nothing

When you're sharing thoughts 

It's not personal 

Just brain trauma

That leaves memory gaps 

Or my fumbling for words 

I may take a minute 

In response to you 

Just don't misconstrue 

These quirks 

For ignorance 

As you'll soon find

You're cut to the core

With my sharp mind 

I might have limits

Still, I'm a Warrior 

Who accepts peacefulness 

Working toward wholeness 

So, in the end all may 

See and Understand me

Lisa LaMarr
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if I was not misunderstood

be true to myself, 

climb down off the shelf

I could live, I could try

spread my wings, I could fly

fragile like an eggs shell 

but I dare never tell

if people they knew

my life would be through

I’m resigned to myself

to be always this way

but maybe one day, 

get the courage to say

but it isn’t that way

so until then I’ll pray

take this burden away

to say what I can’t say

Greg Shaw

I recall a 5th grade class assignment

In which we each were instructed

To write a motto to guide the classroom.

I wrote, “Be Quiet”, which the teacher 

Selected first, admonishing us

No to be quiet, but to talk, share our 

ideas, learn.

I learned that my words, thoughts, 

contributions

Would not be accepted by authorities.

I learned to be quiet to avoid scrutiny and 

ridicule.

Maybe my phrasing, “Be Quiet”,

Was wrongly worded, terse,

Too easily misunderstood.

Should I have said, instead,

“Speak Respectfully”,

“Listen, then Talk”,

“Exchange Ideas”

But chatter, clatter, distract us

From what matters. Silence,… please,

To please each other with silent attention.

Tonesip
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The moon whispers to me.

Secrets and stories of the sea.

Let’s me see.

All the parts of who they are yet to 

be.

This who I am.

This is who I am yet to become.

I made the dam.

The ocean is yet to come.

Storms seem to appear,

the wind suddenly announcing 

laden clouds in convocation 

darkening,

lightening pierces, the night while

thunder rattles more than windows,

the ensuing deluge momentarily deafens,

and just as suddenly, calm returns,

as if nothing happened.

Somedays my storms just seem to appear,

though never suddenly leaving.

The sky is my home

And still, I make storms roam.

That’s all me.

Now, do you see?

Even when I am not whole.

I still make storms by standing tall.

Don’t be afraid to simply be.

Nobody sees the storms start at sea.

You are a sea storm.

Nothing out of the norm.

Tonesip
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On the ship named Serenity 

I stood at the stern

With no great concern

The sea was calm

The scent of salt in the air

Birds flying with no care

All was right until

Jupiter sent out his pet

With his teeth it did bare

It battled peace with despair

I Felt electric air dancing across

My fair skin as the

The wind blew thru my hair

The bright sky disappeared

Behind the clouds dark as night

I knew things weren’t alright

Neptune ravages the ship 

With a forceful kiss

I wonder what happened

To my delightful bliss

I knew I must battle on

I was no stranger

To a storm like this

I stood strong as the rain

Soaked me with a stain

That gave me nothing

But endless pain

The wind was strong

But I was stronger

Standing firm against the storm

That scream for me to quit

I yelled back I will never be your bitch

The storm held his head in defeat

Leaving me with a small itch

Knowing that I won

Looked into my father the sun

And my mother of poetry

Thankfully, I was their son

An Irish warrior poet born 

To battle the demons of his sea

John Harvey 
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Devil's Dance

A Devil blows 

On the plains 

Whipping dust swirls

Around our play 

The sun light directs

Our shadows' prance

When my ears detect

A slight turbulence 

Trains rumble 

Without tracks here

Jets' roar

But there's none near 

Suddenly, I stop

Look to the sky

A huge funnel cloud 

Drops halfway down 

It seems to notice

His cousin at fun

I know in an instant 

The two will be one 

As my thoughts 

Come to fruition 

Skies darken 

Our pace quickens

To safety's basement 

While an F5 forms

And begins a path

Of destructive aftermath

I am cognizant 

All this started from 

A Devil's Dance

Lisa LaMarr

It was so calm, the way we floated,

All hoping and open,

Our raft wide with expanse.

We had purpose. 

We took a chance. 

The winds rose up slow and 

Even when my gut said it was time to go,

I did not stand to gather my possessions,

Too busy giving my confession.

The storm hit the day I found myself

Hand to throat against walls and

I would call the name of gods no one ever 

knew,

Until my soul flew.

It raged itself into years of expectation,

And I grew accustomed to the swells, the 

degradation of

Self that wouldn’t let me choose me.

The calm before that storm was eerie,

Too quiet for the soul. It held a

Whisper of a rage that

I couldn’t interpret or escape.

I watched that storm dissipate through the

Healing and dealing of long days,

Releasing clouds and desperate grey and now

I float with pleasure on this rugged bay.

Vennie Kocsis
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In the metal carriage

I did hide from

The leaky sky

Within my disguise

Of doing just fine

Fell away darkening my mind

Emotions rose like a tidal wave

Sat there trying to be brave

I was dry as a bone

Yet I still drown

I couldn’t help 

But let out a frown

The dam opened up

Flooding my mind

I didn’t know why

The river was called forth

Standing against it flow

Feeling it blow

Behind stone walls

Learned to stall it all

And now inside

Just a desert 

Where the river died 

John Harvey 

Enraptured Gratitude

So much I've seen

In my life

Without moisture 

Falling from an eye 

Until the times 

My Sister's labors

Gifted our lives

With four new babies 

The days each were born

I held them in my arms

Eyes and little fingers 

Seized my heart 

In that instant 

Our bonds aligned 

Like you are to me

My dear Sister 

These four

Will always be

Part of my soul 

Now, I thank you, Sis

And dear Brother-in-law 

For your gifts of life

Brought purpose to mine 

As from each child's birth

My tears first flowed 

I wept enraptured

Instead of Woe

Lisa LaMarr
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cry

I wanted to cry

oh boy did I try

I tried to console

the pain in my sole

but the tears had dried

I tried and I tried

but they just would not flow

this sounds crazy I know

I decided I'd go

to place that I know

where I'm safe and I'm sound

and you can't hear a sound

the feeling profound

the memories I drown

bottom. of a glass

now that's real class

but relief does not last

run away from the past

now in running so fast

till the feeling had passed

but I'm making this up

and that's why it's messed up

I'm too tired to think

as I stand at the brink

and I want to jump in

but they say that's a sin

so I'll drink some more gin

surrender.. give in

now I'm feeling so tired 

all the plans have backfield 

so I guess il end end here

no more gin no more beer

now the season is here

for some Christmas cheer

not for me though this year

just can't get things clear

so I'll try cry again

as I shed ball and chain

in the end I'll break free

in the end I'll be me.

Greg Shaw
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Today. I cried today. 

I was balled up in all kinds of angst 

And the ache filled me

For the missing of my sister. 

She is alive and dead all in one,

A ghost who made a choice that

Holds her distant and isolated

In a space she can’t escape yet.

Today. I cried today.

I stood by a tree next to the sea,

Gazing at the grey water silently,

Figuring out how to escape me.

I am released into my own head,

Where I go softly into emptiness.

I stay wrapped inside acceptance,

Where everything stays quiet.

Vennie Kocsis
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Black

color of midnight

Detached from the light

Black where I can hide

From everyone in sight

Black the color of my

Heart when in despair

Black is my clothes

When I don’t want to care

Black is my boy

When I want to feel joy

Black is the shadow

That keeps my scars hidden

Black is when I am driven

Black is for the night

And the creatures full of fright

Black because it makes 

Everything all right

John Harvey

Red is the color

That brings delight

Red is the love light

That shined so bright

Red is passion

That never goes 

Out of fashion

Red is life

That cut like a knife

Red is the fire

In your bed

That is filled with lust

That leaves nothing

But it’s dust

Red is the food

That leaves you

Hungry for more

John Harvey
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Watercolors' Peace 

Swirling in Oceans' 
Warm Caribbean Teal

Therein lie shades
For me ideal 

Bright prisms paint 
The seas beneath 

Where Flying Monkeys 
Nor pain touches me 

Urchins, plants, entities 
Play around coral reefs 
While a kaleidoscope 

Of colors splash the scenery
Creating an array of vast beauty 

Here, I am an alien
In their expanse

Yet they don't mind
Sensing my interest
And care I extend 

The little fish
Nibble at my skin

As Sharks swim near,
Flash a smile,

Then run their bodies 
Beneath my hand 

The dolphins romp 
The "porpoise" an in-joke
Which makes me laugh 

Seems they take 
Pride in that 

I crave the sea's
Watercolors' peace

Where life exists 
In Nature's artistic bliss

Lisa LaMarr
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Free fall into purple haze I am
Dazed and elated with pink cheeks

Flushed from exhilaration. 

I’m at the moon station.

I’m dancing in the hues of you. 

Mauve becomes the sky,
Waving misted at the passerby.

I am high on light rose’.
My head is in a daze. 

I have passed a portal,
A mystery hall of coral,

And if I swim inside the blue,
I’ll pause right beside you. 

Meet me at the prism,
To make a right decision on
Future lives and letting go,
Encasing ourselves in gold. 

The paths we choose decide
All the colors we hold inside.

May you glimmer. May you shine, 
And illuminate the night.

Vennie Kocsis
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When it comes to humor
I’m a late bloomer

That was nothing but sour
Until the very hour

I watched Naked Gun
Having so much fun

Laughing until it was done
Reading a book of puns

Have me on the run
Good times I had by the ton

Monty Python and The Holy Grail
Was on the right trail

With that bunny
Was so dam funny

No one was more cunning
Or badder

Than the Blackadder
His wicked scheme

Was all so mean
I laugh until I was lean

John Harvey
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The Fart

I don’t know why it makes me laugh
whenever people let off gas

it may sound strange. It may sound crass
but there’s something funny, when it comes to 

gas

it’s better out, than it is within
when babies have it, they sometimes grin

it can really hurt, when it gets trapped
it can make loud noises when it’s uncapped

sometimes it’s silent, sometimes loud
it makes some people rather proud

not good to do one when in a crowd
if that’s the case, hope it’s not loud

the length can vary, as can the pitch
it can be a deadly, a son of beach

you can’t escape, from this one fact
you feel better when one is cracked

you can’t escape from having gas
you're not in some form of master class

just hope and pray that on some day
don’t follow through and make you pay

so now this secret it is no more
on this subject I’ll close the door

don’t worry though there’s always more
but with the details I will not bore

Greg Shaw 

Fartle

Fast asleep
On a soft made bed

The pillows catch my drool
As Dancing in my head

Cinnamon Buns rule

Then, "BURRRIPPITT"
I awoke with a Startle.

What the hell was that
Blown from beneath
The covers I slept?

To the floor I leapt
Whipping off the coverlet
Forgetting what I dreamt

From the foul scent

Twas then I heard
Whispers and children's laughter

Outside my room,
My Brother-in-law's snickers,

And my sister's discontent
At the obnoxiousness

Now, with a mischievous wink
I did teach the kids

How to avoid any blame
By projecting the act

While yelling the dog's name

Today, we still laugh
As all this kerfuffle

Began from waking myself
And the whole house

With my own noxious
Extremely loud:   FARTLE

Lisa LaMarr
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He scrolled endlessly, laughing,
Sending me videos and shorts,

To make me giggle snort.

Nothing was off limits,
A person tripping,

A crazy prank a child played
On an unsuspecting parent.

He had a temporary high pitch,
That scattered into his lilting

Chuckles and idiocies.
He was the best brother to me.

I chuckle at the memories,
And all the small, silly things

We called to exchange together.
That laughter lives forever.

Vennie Kocsis
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“A good poem is a contribution to reality. The world is 
never the same once a good poem has been added to it. A 
good poem helps to change the shape of the universe, 
helps to extend everyone’s knowledge of himself and the 
world around him.” —Dylan Thomas

“If I feel physically as if the top of my 
head were taken off, I know that is 
poetry.” —Emily Dickinson
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